WOOD PAINT FEATURES

Thorndown was founded on the principles of quality, innovation, design
and simplicity. We set about creating the best paint product that performs
brilliantly and is simple to use.
High-performing – using raw materials that are at the cutting edge of
water-based paint technology, our Wood Paint has been designed to be
one of the best on the market.

We use one of the best acrylic resins at a high level to make sure the paint
coating is water-repellent, flexible, hard-wearing and long-lasting.
VOC free architectural exterior-grade colour pigments are used to make
sure that the colour you buy is the colour you see years later. These colour
pigments are very high quality and perform at the highest levels in lightfast
and weather-resistance tests.
The paint has also been designed to hold on to the brush and flow well.
Simplicity – rather than having four or more different wood paints to have
to choose from, we make ONE Wood Paint that ‘Works On Any Wood,
Anywhere’. Thorndown Wood Paint can be painted on any wood whether
it be softwood, hardwood, pressure-treated, rough-sawn or planed. If it’s
wood you can paint it! And it paints metal, masonry, terracotta and uPVC.

The Wood Paint was engineered specifically for exterior use so it is highly
water-repellent and hard-wearing, meaning that it can stand up to years of
abuse from the British weather. This also makes it perfect for use on all
types of interior wood from kitchen units, wood panelling, window frames,
doors and furniture. If the paint coating can stand up to torrents of rain
outside then just imagine how well it performs on wood panelling in a
bathroom!
The resin we use is self-priming so in most cases, you don’t need to use a
primer and can just paint the wood paint on to your wood. One coat is all
you need for fencing or simple projects. Two coats are essential for
exterior-use and to create the ultimate long-lasting coating. Three coats
are preferable for certain colours such as whites, creams and off-whites.
The Environment – Thorndown Wood Paint is formulated using raw
materials with virtually no VOCs (volatile organic compounds) that can be
bad for you and the environment. There is virtually no odour so painting is
a pleasure and you won’t be knocked out by strong fumes when painting
inside.

Being water-based it is easy to clean brushes and implements with just
water, and as the paint dries, only water evaporates out into the
environment. Thorndown Wood Paint has been designed to work really
well, protecting and extending the life of wood products with minimal
negative effect on the environment.
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